I. Introduction
In the information age, where digital communication techniques and digital storage device have emerged, and because of these technological developments, the need to find a way to protect information from theft and prevent disclosure of information of unauthorized people has emerged [1] . Cryptography is deals with design and analysis of mathematical techniques that allowsafe communications in the existence of wicked opponents [2] . Encryption is one of the technique by which can hide information and turn it into another form that is not understand. Encryption is a service that achieve the confidentiality of data, given the importance of encryption to provide confidentiality of data, so building encryption algorithm, implemented and tested is of great importance for specialists and those that interested in the field of encryption [3] .
Encryption algorithm is classified into two types according to the number of keys used for encryption, the first type is symmetric encryption, in this type used one secret key that shared between the communication parties (the sender and the recipient). The second type is asymmetric encryption, in this type used two keys, the first public and open for everyone, and the second is kept secret, and in this type one key cannot be inferred from the other keys [4] . Asymmetric encryption is slow because it's based on mathematical theories, which is impractical in applications that require live and direct processing. In symmetric encryption, there are two types of algorithms, Block algorithm and Stream algorithm, in Block encryption algorithm the plaintext dividing into blocks of bits. Famous Block algorithms are AES and DES [5] . Stream cipher is the encryption system developed by Claude Shannon after studying encryption system one-time pad, and developed stream cipher as a solution to the problems of encryption one-time pad system. In encryption system, one-time pad the key must be completely random and its length is equal to the length of the message to be encrypted and uses one time, because of the impracticability of one-time pad system so stream encryption system consider acceptable solution to these problems. In the stream cipher algorithm, pseudo-random key is generated using one of pseudo-random generator [6] . Encryption is done by dividing the clear text into bits and then every bit is encrypted individually. Stream algorithm relies entirely on security of pseudorandom key stream. To design stream algorithm, the designer can use several components and methods, the LFSR is most popular components used in the constructing of stream algorithm [7] .
II. The Proposed Package Overview
The proposed package consists of three major parts. The first part is building any stream cipher algorithms (whose components are available in the proposed package) visually or by using programming language code. The second part is evaluating the keystream produced the designed stream cipher algorithms using fourteen statistical tests (with the exception of a discrete fourier transform test)that provided by NIST to measure the randomness proprieties of the key stream. The third part is encrypting and/or decrypting any text message. This paper describes the steps which are taken to design the proposed package.
III. Building Stream Cipher Algorithm
To build stream cipher algorithms, there are two approach. The first one is building stream cipher visually through provide the required components and provide the potentiality to link these components to generate sequence of bits. The second is building stream cipher algorithm through C# programming language. The proposed package provides the two approach. The following sections will discuss how provide these two approaches for constructing stream cipher algorithm in the proposed package.
Building Stream Cipher Visually:
To build stream cipher algorithm there are number of components that package provides. The common component is a LSFR, and also there are number of other components such as logical gates (XOR, AND, OR, NOR, NOT, NAND, JK), Table, Inner product, police and other components, to constructing stream cipher algorithm the designer has to drag the required components from the stream component list and drop it on area that allocated to building stream cipher algorithm. Fig1 shown the structure of proposed package. 
Design of the Main Interface
The main interface of the proposed package consists of different parts as shown in fig2.The interface consists of four parts, the buttons bar, design area, stream cipher components bar, and information box. 
Design of Stream Cipher Components
To construct stream cipher algorithm there are number of components, the common component is the shift register. Every component further decomposes into three subcomponents, the first is the input, second is processing, the third is output. Each subcomponent will represent in the package by different class. Fig.3 shown the visual representation of the stream cipher component. Each component either accept one input or more than one input and has one output. Input box and output box will represent in package by separate class, each class has the following proprieties and function: 1-Proprieties called state, store either 1 or 0. 2-A mechanism to inform other component object that associated with when its state value changed.
Description of the Mechanism to Connect SCA Components
After putting all the stream cipher components on the design area in the main interface, the designer start to make connections among the components to allow of passing data among connected components. Fig.4 shown the scenario of linking two components(Comp1 and Comp2), each has one input and one output. To make connection between Output1 object that belong to comp1 and Input2 object that belong to Comp2, the designer first clicks on the Output1 of Comp1, then the designer clicks on the Input2 object of Comp2, after that the connection line will appear connecting the two components and it is imply the success of connection.
Design of Stream Cipher Algorithm Components
There are different stream cipher components that can represent visually in the package. In following sections discussed the design of each component, how processing data that input to it, and how inform other components that linked to of changing in its state.
1-Shift Register Component
Fig .5 shows the design of the shift register.LFSR consists of cells that store each one only 1 or 0, each cell has two output box that used in link the cell to other components, except first cell that contain two output box and one input box, the input box used to feed new bit to the register. The register also has clock box as pointed in fig.5 , it is used to control the shifting operation in the LFSR such that if the state of clock box is zero then there is no shifting, otherwise, if the state is equal to one, the shift operation is allowed. 
2-Police Component
Police component consists of three input and one output components. Fig.6 shown the visual representation of the police in the package: As in fig.6 , if the state of Inputbox2 is equal to 0, the police output will be the state of the Inputbox1, otherwise if the Inputbox2 is equal to 1, the police output will be the state of the Inputbox3.
3-The logical gates
All logical gates consist of two input and one output except "NOT gate" which contain only one input. The proposed package provides gates: XOR, OR, AND, NOR, NAND, NOT. Fig.7 shows visual representation of the logical gate. Fig.8 shown the table component in the package.The table can accept more than one input. Fig.9 shown the scenario of connecting three logical gates to the table. Fig.10 shows the package"s interface of build stream cipher algorithm by C# programming language. The designer can enter the C# code of any stream cipher algorithm in C# code box or can import the C# code by click on the import button in button bar. After enter C# code, the designer has to click on the Run button in button bar to start compiling and execute of entered code. After execute the entered C# code, the output of C# code will appear in output box. Any syntax error in the entered code this will show error message in the error box as pointing in fig.10. Fig.11 shows the package"s interface of encryption and decryption.In the interface, there are number of buttons that perform following actions: 1-Import any text to encrypt it or decrypt. 2-Import any key file to use it in encryption/decryption process. 3-Clear all text in text boxes. When the designer clicks on the encrypt button, the following actions will perform:
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1-Convert the plain text and key stream characters to a sequence of byte. 2-Mix the key bytes with plaintext bytes by using XOR function, the result represents the cipher text. The cipher text stored in new array. 3-The new sequence that produce from mix plaintext with key stream will appear in Textbox2 in the encryption /decryption interface. To decrypt the cipher text, the designer has to do the following 1-Import the cipher text file through click on import Plain/cipher text button. 2-Import the key stream used in produce the cipher text. 3-Click on the Encrypt/Decrypt button to start mixing the cipher bytes with key bytes, the result is the plaintext and will appear in the Textbox2.
IV. Design of Evaluation Interface
Fig .12 shown the structure of the evaluation interface. The interface shown all fifteen NIST statistical tests with its P-values and the state of the test whether it"s pass or fail. 
V. Design Number of Keystream Generators and Evaluate the Produced Key
Following is implementation and evaluation of six keystream generators that have been built by the proposed package. Fig.13 shows the components of geffe and connection lines among them as executed in the package. The designed geffe generator has been tested and fig.14 shown the results of apply fourteen NIST statistical tests.The designed geffe generator consists of three LFSR, two AND gate, one Not gate, one XOR function. All LFSRs are initialized with value "fff". The figure shown that only 6 tests are passed from total of 14 tests. Fig.17 shows build stream cipher algorithm by the proposed package, the algorithm is RC4 and has been built by enter C# code of RC4.
Building Geffe Generator and Evaluate the Produced key
Fig.17:
The implementation of RC4. After save the key produced by the code of RC4 in text file, the key should save as binary sequence of "1" and "0". Fig.18 shown the result of apply 14 statistical tests on the produced key of RC4. Length of tested key sequence is 2040 bits. 
VI. Conclusion
We have developed package which capable of design any stream cipher algorithm either visually from the existing components that provided by the proposed package or by enter the C# code of stream cipher algorithm. Also, the proposed package provided to the designer the ability to evaluate the keystream which produced by the designed algorithm, the evaluation is done by apply fourteen statistical tests which provided by NIST, all these fourteen tests is executed in parallel in the package to speed up the execution time of these tests.
